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STATIC ANALYSIS OF LOGIC PROGRAMS 
FOR INDEPENDENT AND PARALLELISM* 
DEAN JACOBS AND ANN0 LANGEN 
D This paper presents a general-purpose framework for the abstract inter- 
pretation of logic programs and applies it to the problem of automatically 
extracting independent AND parallelism from PROLOG. In this model of 
parallelism, goals may be executed concurrently only if they cannot access 
common variables. We present an abstract domain that captures such 
variable aliasing information with a high degree of accuracy. We then show 
how this analysis can be used in the compilation of PROLOG clauses into 
control statements that schedule goals under independent AND parallelism. 
Our abstract interpretation framework is novel in that it directly addresses 
the generally acknowledged problem that naive abstract execution is too 
inefficient for a practical compiler. Our solution is to precompute a fixed 
approximation to the meaning of clauses, a process called condensing, 
allowing specific calls to be abstractly executed without computation of a 
tixpoint. We show that condensing does not result in a loss of accuracy if 
the abstract unification operation satisfies certain algebraic properties. We 
argue that these properties are important even if a more conventional 
form of abstract execution is employed. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Abstract interpretation provides an elegant framework for deriving dataflow infor- 
mation about computer programs [8,- 11. In this approach, the given language is 
assigned both a concrete semantics and an abstract semantics. The domain of 
computation states in the concrete semantics is replaced by a domain of descrip- 
tions of states in the abstract semantics. Each basic operation on the concrete 
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domain is replaced by a corresponding operation on the abstract domain. Execu- 
tion of a program according to the abstract semantics produces an approximation 
to dataflow information as given by the concrete semantics. 
This paper presents a general-purpose framework for the abstract interpretation 
of logic programs and applies it to the problem of automatically extracting 
independent AND parallelism from PROLOG. In this model of parallelism, goals 
may be executed concurrently only if they cannot access common variables. We 
present an abstract domain that captures such variable aliasing information with a 
higher degree of accuracy than previous proposals, in particular, [3, 17, 23, 5, 91. 
We then show how this analysis can be used in the compilation of PROLOG 
clauses into control statements that schedule goals under independent AND paral- 
lelism. 
A variety of general-purpose frameworks for the abstract interpretation of logic 
programs have been proposed, e.g., [2, 171. Our framework is novel in that it 
directly addresses the generally acknowledged problem that naive abstract execu- 
tion is too inefficient for a practical compiler. Our solution is to precompute a fixed 
approximation to the meaning of clauses, a process called condensing, allowing 
specific calls to be abstractly executed without computation of a fixpoint. We show 
that condensing does not result in a loss of accuracy if the abstract unification 
operation satisfies certain algebraic properties, and we argue that these properties 
are important even if a more conventional form of abstract execution is employed. 
Extension tables [21], a form of memoizing where the results of previous abstract 
calls are stored for reuse, provide a more commonly accepted alternative to naive 
abstract execution. Generally speaking, the cost of abstract execution using con- 
densing is equal to the cost of abstract execution using extension tables if 
procedures are used only in their most general modes. Extension tables are more 
efficient of procedures are used in a small number of specific modes, while 
condensing is more efficient if procedures are used in a large number of more 
general modes. 
The proof of soundness of our analysis is divided into two parts, one global and 
one local. In the global part, the soundness of the general-purpose framework is 
proven given certain properties of the underlying abstract domain and operations. 
In the local part, these properties are shown to hold for our particular domain for 
aliasing. Our framework is based on “query-dependent” and “query-independent” 
formulations of both the concrete and abstract semantics. The query-dependent 
concrete semantics (QDCS) has the conventional form and is the standard against 
which soundness is measured. The query-independent abstract semantics (QIAS) 
provides the basis for condensing. A fundamental result of this paper is the global 
soundness of the QIAS with respect to the QDCS. This is established by proving 
the equivalence of the QDCS and the query-independent concrete semantics 
(QICS), and then proving the global soundness of the QIAS with respect to the 
QICS. The conditions under which condensing does not result in a loss of accuracy 
are established by developing a conventional query-dependent abstract semantics 
(QDAS) and comparing it with the QIAS. Of course, the QDAS is shown to be 
globally sound with respect to the QDCS. 
Most frameworks for the abstract interpretation of logic programs use a con- 
crete semantics where the particular choice of variables appearing in the range of 
substitutions is relevant, even though this choice is irrelevant to the user. This 
approach is problematic in our context, where the QDCS and the QICS must be 
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shown to be equivalent to justify the soundness of condensing. We solve this 
problem by defining the semantics over appropriate equivalence classes of substitu- 
tions. Our framework is also unique in that it is defined in terms of a single 
operation, called unify, that packages together several low-level operations, includ- 
ing variable renaming, unification, composition, and restriction. Generally speak- 
ing, this approach improves the accuracy of approximations and simplifies local 
soundness proofs. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our concrete semantics for 
logic programs. Section 3 presents our general-purpose framework for the abstract 
interpretation of logic programs and proves global soundness. Section 4 introduces 
our abstract domain for aliasing, proves local soundness, and discusses algebraic 
properties of the domain. Finally, it gives an example of condensing and compares 
condensing with extension tables. Section 5 discusses the use of our analysis in the 
compilation of PROLOG programs for independent AND parallelism. Section 6 
presents some concluding remarks. 
2. CONCRETE SEMANTICS 
In this section, we define our concrete semantics for logic programs. We give a 
particular form of concrete semantics, called a collecting semantics [Sl, which 
specifies the set of all substitutions that may occur at each point in a program. As a 
first step, we introduce a domain ESubst of equivalence classes of substitutions and 
an operation unify on ESubst, as described in Section 1. We then present the 
query-dependent and query-independent formulations of the collecting semantics 
in terms of ESubst and unify. Finally, we prove the equivalence of these formula- 
tions. 
2.1. Substitutions and the Domain ESubst 
Let VAR be the domain of variables and Term be the domain of terms. A 
substitution (T in Subst is a mapping from a finite subset of Var, its domain 
dom(cT), to Term. The domain of an explicitly enumerated substitution is given by 
the enumeration, e.g., {X ++ X, Y - X) has domain {x,Y). The application of the 
substitution u to the term t, denoted gt, is the term obtained from t by replacing 
all occurrences of variables in dam(v) by their associated terms. The composition 
of substitutions u and 0, denoted CJ 0 8, is the substitution with domain dam(a) 
U dam(8) defined by (a 0 t9>t = a(&>. We let 
rg+r)= U var( au) 
UE dam(u) 
be the set of all variables occurring in some term in the range of cr. Our treatment 
of substitutions differs from the standard one where substitutions are mappings 
from Var to Term that are almost everywhere the identity. Our approach reflects 
the fact that the current substitution during execution has significant bindings only 
for variables in the current clause. It turns out that explicit accounting of these 
active variables is essential to our treatment of aliasing. 
A term a is said to be an instance of a term b, denoted a I b, iff there exists a 
substitution (T such that a = ab. The preorder < on terms induces equivalence 
classes of terms with consistently renamed variables. Let ETem be the domain of 
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these equivalence classes and [t] denote the class of all consistent renamings of t. 
The preorder I on terms becomes a partial order on ETem. We write u for the 
least upper bound, which is the most specific generalization, and n for the greatest 
lower bound, which is the most general common instance, on ETerrn. For example, 
[f(X,X,Y)] U [f(X,Y,a)] = [f(X,Y,Z)], 
[f(X,X,Y)] n [f(X,Y,a)] = [f(Y,Y,a)l. 
Note that ETerm has greatest element [xl but no least element, and least upper 
bounds always exist. 
The preorder 5 on terms is lifted to substitutions by (+ I 8 iff dam(O) G dam(a) 
and at I Ot for all terms t with var(t) cdom(8). Note that the effects of 
applying a substitution to terms with variables outside its domain are ignored when 
it is compared with other substitutions. The preorder I on substitutions induces 
equivalence classes of substitutions with consistently renamed range variables. Let 
ESubst be the domain of these equivalence classes, and [u ] denote the class of all 
consistent renamings of (T, e.g., [(x ++ Y)] = [(x ++ z}]. We let Lo denote the 
equivalence class of substitutions containing the identity substitution over the 
variables in clause C. We write LI and n for the least upper bound and greatest 
lower bound, respectively, on ESubst. From now on, we let hatted variables range 
over substitutions and unadorned variables range over classes of substitutions, e.g., 
[ 6]= (+. Application of a class of substitutions to a term is defined to be the class 
of terms resulting from application of the individual substitutions, i.e., [&It = [ ~9 t]. 
We refer to elements of ESubst simply as substitutions, rather than equivalence 
classes of substitutions, where ambiguity will not result. 
A unifier of terms a and b is a substitution ,G such that var(a) U var(b) G 
dom( $1 and fia = +b. A most general unifier of a and b is a unifier that is largest 
w.r.t. 5 on substitutions. When the semantics of logic programs is directly defined 
using terms and substitutions, an arbitrary choice must be made between possible 
most general unifiers. This is somewhat problematic if one wishes to compare 
several different formulations of the semantics. We avoid this problem by working 
with the domain ESubst of equivalence classes of substitutions. It is easy to show 
that for any function mgu(a, b) computing a most general unifier of a and b, 
[mgu(u,b)] = u F. 
Fa=pb 
Here, and from now on, an equation like pa = pb above implicitly constrains the 
domain of p to cover at least the variables in the terms that p is applied to. In 
discussing most general unifiers, we use the following operational definition. 
Definition 1 (mgu). 
mgu(c,c) = 0 if c is a constant; 
i 
(u-,u,b-a] if {a, b} 5 Vur, 
mgu(u,b) = {u-b} if uEVur, 
{b-,4 if b E Vur 
if at least one of a or b is in Vur; 
mgu(f(a, . ..u.),f(b ,... b,))=mgu(&q,,Gb,)~&, 
where G=mgu(f(u, . ..u._,),f(b, . ..b._,)). 
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We define the semantics of logic programs in terms of a single operation 
unify : Term x ESubst x Term X ESubst --) ESubst. 
Oversimplifying somewhat, the result of executing a clause h :- b for a given call 
a under current substitution u is taken to be 
unify(a,(+,h,execute(b,unify(h,L,:_,,a,a))), 
where executecb, 0) is the result of executing the body b beginning in the 
substitution 0. Note that unify encompasses all of the low-level operations, 
including variable renaming, unification, composition, and restriction, normally 
associated with clause entry and exit. Generally speaking, direct approximations 
of unify will be more accurate than compositions of approximations of the 
low-level operations. Moreover, local soundness proofs will be simplified, since 
only one operation is involved. 
To construct unify, we introduce a “tagging” scheme that models the fact that 
the terms under consideration have no variables in common. Let 7Vur E Vur be 
2 set of variables that cannot appear in programs, and let x E Vur \ War imply 
x E War. Tagging is extended to Term, Subst, and ESubst in the natural way, 
e.g., f(x)= f(E), (Y c-, f(x)} = {y - f (?>}, and [ & ] = [$I. The restriction of 
substitution & to untagged variables, denoted 16 I, simply removes tagged 
variables from the domain of 6, i.e., dom(lGlI> = dom(&) \ War. 
Definition 2 (unify). 
unify(a, u, b, 0) 
[(mgu(&z,fi&)o&I],where[fi]=crn8, ifaunt?bexists, 
otherwise. 
Note that the particular representative $ chosen here is unimportant. We can 
show 
and 
[mgu( &a, Cb) 0 61 = [ ~1 n Fa!Pb P, 
which is the most general extension of G that unifies a and 6, and therefore 
unify(u,o,b,8) =an u p. 
pas6b 
Since the collecting semantics is concerned with sets of substitutions, we extend 
unify to a total function on Answer =P(ESubst). 
Definition 3 (Extended unify). 
unify : Term X Answer X Term X Answer --f Answer, 
unify(u,P, b,F) = {unify( a,cr,b,B),~E~AeE~AaunBbexists}. 
It is straightforward to prove the following lemma about properties of this 
version of unify. 
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Lemma I (Properties of unify). 
Idempotence: 
unify(a,(cr},b,unify(b,9,a,(a})) =unify(a,{al,~,~). 
Commutativity: 
unify( a2, unify( a,, 9, b, ,si), h ~3) 
=unify(a,,unify(a,,~,b,,9,),b,,~). 
Additivity: 
unify(a,Y, uY2,b,F) =unify(a,9,,b,q uunify(a,~2,b,51. 
2.2. The Query-Dependent Formulation 
The concrete semantics consists of the following semantic domains and functions 
over these domains. The meaning of a program, which consists of a rule base and a 
query, is an Answer, which is a set of substitutions. The meaning of a clause body 
is a function mapping Answer to Answer, defined in the context of the meaning of 
a rule base. The meaning of a rule base is the combination of the meaning of each 
of its clauses, defined as a fixpoint. The meaning of a clause is a function returning 
an Answer for a given goal and Answer, the latter being the set of current 
substitutions: 
Answer =9( ESubst) , 
ClauseMeaning = Atom X Answer + Answer, 
RuleBaseMeaning = {i . . . n,) + ClauseMeaning, 
BodyMeaning = Answer -+ Answer, 
where n, is the number of clauses in the rule base; 
P : Program -+ Answer, 
R : RuleBase + RuleBaseMeaning, 
C : Clause + RuleBaseMeaning + ClauseMeaning, 
B : Body + RuleBaseMeaning + BodyMeaning, 
F : RuleBase + RuleBaseMeaning --, RuleBaseMeaning, 
P[rr; qR= BkI(RKrI){ +), 
RiTrl]=fi*(Fbl), 
ClB:-blk(a,~) = tJ unify(a,{a},h,B[rbneunify(h,[L,:-,},a,{a})), 
ad7 
B[r &9=9, 
B[Ta ,...aJeP= U ej(a,,BKal...ai_,]e9), 
lsjsn, 
FEC,... C,Jei = c[c$e. 
Here, fi(FEr]) is the least fixpoint of F[rrl]. To construct it we introduce the 
following standard concepts. A subset D of a lattice is directed if all finite subsets 
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of D have some upper bound in D. A function f: L + L’, where L and L’ are 
lattices, is continuous iff fC i-l D) = U, t D f(d) f or all directed subsets D c L. The 
domain ClauseMeaning is a domain of functions that are continuous in Answer. 
RuleBaseMeuning is a lattice with 1 j(u, S) = 0 and ( UE)j(u, S) = lJ,, Eej(a, S). 
We can show that B[b] and C[TC] are continuous. It is well known that, under 
these conditions, the least lixpoint jY.z(F[Trl]) is U,F1IIrl]" I, B[b](R~r])._V= 
u,BITH!F[T$~~ and C[TCll(Rmk9?= U,JxrC]F[rl]" I 62,99. 
2.3. The Query-Independent Formulation 
In the above query-dependent formulation of the concrete semantics, the body of a 
clause is processed in the context of the query (u,9’), i.e., C[h :- bJe(u,Y) is 
derived from B[rbIDe applied to unify(h,{bh,:_,}, u,{g}) for UE~. In the following 
alternative formulation, in which each semantic function A is replaced by a 
corresponding semantic function A, the body is processed independently of the 
query. The definition of each semantic function i is the same except for c[C], 
which is defined as follows. 
Definition 4 (c[C]). 
C&5:-6]e(a,Y) =unify(u,~,h,B~~~(~,,,]). 
Here, the Answer B[b](?-[rJ>{ L~:-~} is fixed; it is independent of queries and 
run-time states. The meaning of a clause incorporates the query and state simply 
by applying the operation unify to this fixed value. Intuitively, this suggests a 
bottom-up implementation where the body goals are solved in isolation, after 
which the head is unified against the query. Generally speaking, this implementa- 
tion cannot be recommended, since the fixed Answer obtained by solving the body 
goals may be infinite and may contain many substitutions that are not unifiable 
with the query. It is, however, useful to approximate this query-independent 
formulation in the abstract semantics, as we will see in Section 3.3. 
The following theorem shows that the two formulations of the concrete seman- 
tics are equivalent. 
Theorem 2 (Concrete equivalence), C[rCn(RKr]> = c[TC+(R[T& 
PROOF. We prove by induction over n that the following three equations hold for 
all n. The theorem follows directly from the fact that Claim II holds for all n: 
I B[rbnF[rrl]“lunify(h,~,a,~) =unify(h,B~~nF[Tr~~~a,~), 
II C[rh:-b]F[rjj”I(u,Y) =c[h:-b]F[rrlj” I (U,q 
III C [TC]F [Try I ( u,,unify( u2,P, u’,Jq) = unify(a,,C[rcJlF[rrJ_Y 
In the base case, n = 0 and B[bJl I?= 0 = @@I 1% for all nonempty bodies b. If 
b is empty, then I holds by the definition of BE I] and B[T I]. Thus I holds for all b. 
Claim II is implied by I and the idempotence of unify, i.e., unfold the definition of 
CKh :- b], use I, apply idempotence of unify, collapse the union of unifiers with 
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singleton sets into one unifier, and fold the definition of CL/z :- b]. Claim III is 
implied by II and the commutativity of unify, i.e., use II, unfold the definition of 
c[!z :- b], apply commutativity of unify, and fold the definition of c[yh :- b]. 
For the inductive step, rr > 0, we show I by induction over the body b. Claim I 
holds trivially if b is empty. For nonempty bodies b = a, . . . ai, I is implied by the 
inductive assumption of I and the inductive assumption of III, i.e., after unfolding 
the definition of B[IIa, . . . u$ and F[rrJl” I and using the inductive assumption, the 
left-hand side is 
u 
1 sj<n, 
C~C,DF~#-’ I (a,,unify(h,BiIa, . ..ai_Jl@lI.ra” .L~,Qj). 
After applying the inductive assumption of III, use the additivity of unify to 
collapse the union into unify to obtain 
unify h, 
i 
u C[Tcj]FpJ"-' I (U&U,. . . ui_,4i@J” LY), a,9 . 
lsjsn, i 
The right-hand side of I is obtained from this by folding the definition of p[Tr]” I 
and then B[Tu, . . . u$. The proofs of II and III in the inductive step are analogous 
to the proofs in the base case. •I 
3. ABSTRACT SEMANTICS 
In this section, we present our general-purpose framework for the abstract inter- 
pretation of logic programs. As a first step, we state required properties of the 
underlying abstract domain and its operations. We then present query-dependent 
and query-independent formulations of the abstract semantics, and show how 
condensing is derived from the latter. We give algebraic properties that ensure that 
these two formulations are equivalent; thus condensing does not result in a loss 
of accuracy. Finally, we prove global soundness of the two formulations of 
the abstract semantics with respect to the corresponding formulations of the 
concrete semantics. This ensures that the query-independent abstract semantics, 
and therefore condensing, is globally sound with respect to the query- 
dependent concrete semantics. 
3.1. Requirements on the Abstract Domain and Operations 
The domain Answer of sets of substitutions in the concrete semantics is replaced 
by a domain Answer’ in the abstract semantics. We require that Answer’ be a 
semilattice with least-upper-bound operation Ll and least element _L . Let there 
be a concretizution function y : Answer’ -+Answer such that -y(S) is the set of all 
substitutions that satisfy the property of interest described by S. We require that 
the concretization function be monotonic, i.e., Us E ,r,y(S) G y( U YI) for all 1I’ c 
Answer’. The abstract semantics uses the function init, which must satisfy the 
requirement 
~~ E y(init(C)), 
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and the function aunify, which must satisfy the requirement 
unify(a,y(S),b,y(T)) Sy(aunify(a,S,b,T)). 
Finally, to ensure that tixpoints in the semantics are well defined, we require that 
aunify be continuous in its Answer’ arguments. These local soundness require- 
ments are used to establish global soundness, i.e., that for every point in the 
program, the set ~7~An~wer of possible current substitutions is approximated by 
an element S’ EAnSwer’ with YC r(S’). 
As a very simple example, the following domain approximates the set of 
variables bound to ground terms. Answer’ is S’a(Vur) with S u T = S n T and least 
element Var. Here, 
y(S) ={[G]]IVuES:var(c?u) =0}, 
which is the set of all substitutions that ground at least the variables in S. We 
define init = 0 and 
aunify( a, S, b, T) = Tr(‘) ” ’ ~th~~~s~) ’ T7 
, 
which satisfies the above requirements. 
3.2. Query-Dependent Formulation 
The following abstract domains and operations correspond directly to domains and 
operations in the concrete semantics: 
CluuseMeuning ’ = Atom x Answer ’ + Answer ’ , 
RuleBuseMeuning ’ = { 1. . . n,} --f ClauseMeaning’, 
BodyMeaning’ = Answer’ --f Answer’, 
where n, is the number of clauses in the rule base; 
P’ : Program + Answer’, 
R’ : RuleBase -+ RuleBuseMeuning ‘, 
C’ : Clause + RuleBuseMeuning’ + ClauseMeaning’, 
B’ : Body --f RuleBuseMeaning’ + BodyMeaning’, 
F’ : RuleBase + RuleBuseMeuning’ -+ RuleBuseMeaning’, 
P’[rr; q]= B’[rqD(R’[r]) init( q), 
R’[rrl =f+‘bll), 
C’Eh:-bJe(u,Y) = aunify(u,~,h,B’E~]eaunify(h,init(h:-b),a,S)), 
B’[r $8 = S, 
B'[u, . . . q&s= lsg, ej(ui,B’[ra,...ui_,IleS), 
F’EC, . . . CJei = C’[C,lle. 
ClauseMeaning’ is the domain of functions that are continuous in Answer’. C’~C’Je 
is well defined, since aunify is continuous in Answer’. As in the standard semantics, 
B’D] and C’[TC] are continuous, and the least fkpoint f;c(F’Kr]) is l_l,F’~rJ” I , 
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3.3. The Query-Independent Formulation 
Naive abstract execution of a goal according to the above query-dependent 
formulation of the semantics requires computation of a hxpoint in the abstract 
domain. If the same or similar calls are made repeatedly, as is often the case in the 
analysis of logic programs, then this technique will be unacceptably slow for a 
practical compiler. A solution to this problem can be derived from the following 
alternative formulation of the abstract semantics in which the body of a clause is 
processed independently of the query. In this formulation, semantic functions A’ 
are replaced by semantic functions p in analogy to the concrete case. 
Fah:-bjje(+s) = aunify(a,S,h,Bl[bJeinit(h:-6)). 
Here, the Alt~wer’ ~[TbJ(~~rJ)init(h :- b) is fixed; it is independent of queries 
and run-time states. The meaning of a clause incorporates the query and state 
simply by applying the operation aunify to this fixed value. This suggests an 
implementation where an approximation to the meaning of each clause body is 
precomputed, a process we refer to as condensing, allowing specific calls to be 
abstractly executed without computation of a fixpoint. Such precomputation is 
feasible because the approximation of the meaning of a clause body is finite, in 
contrast to the meaning itself, which is generally infinite. Note that the process of 
condensing itself requires computation of a hxpoint; the savings comes only in 
abstractly executing subsequent calls. An example of condensing appears in Section 
4.4. 
The two formulations of the abstract semantics may produce different results; in 
particular, condensing may result in a loss of accuracy. The following theorem 
shows that they produce the same results if aunify satisfies three properties, in 
analogy to the properties presented in Lemma 1. 
Definition 6 (Properties of aunify). 
Idempotence: 
aunify(a,S,b,aunify(b,T,a,S)) =aunify(a,S,b,T). 
Commutativity: 
aunify(a,,aunify(a,,S,b,,T,),b,,T,) 
=aunify(a,,aunify(u,,S,b,,T,),b,,T,). 
Additivity: 
aunify(u,S, uS,,b,T) =aunify(a,S,,b,T) Uaunify(a,S,,b,T). 
Theorem 3 (Abstract equivalence). If the operation aunify is idempotent, commutu- 
tiue, and udditiue, then C’[rC’(R’[rr]) = F[cC]&‘[r]>. 
PROOF. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
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In the simple domain for groundness presented in Section 3.1, aunify satisfies 
these three properties; thus condensing does not result in a loss of accuracy. [191 
presents a considerably higher-accuracy domain for groundness whose elements 
are propositional formulae. As an example, x ++ Y describes the set of all substitu- 
tions where x and Y are in the same state of groundness and all subsequent 
instantiation will leave them in the same state of groundness. Thus, X t+ Y 
describes the substitutions {X ++ a, Y * b} and {X c, Z, Y c* Z}, but does not 
describe the substitutions (X ++ a, Y * Y) or {Y +P f(Z), Xc) f(Q)}. The COnCretiZa- 
tion function is given by y(P) = { (+ I V0 I u : P holds under 0}, where the variable u 
holds under u iff u grounds u and the propositional connectives have their usual 
interpretation. Thus, for example, y(x A Y) = ((~1 u grounds x and Y). For this 
domain, aunify also satisfies the three properties. In the abstract domains for 
aliasing proposed in [3, 5, 9, 17, 231, aunify is idempotent but not commutative or 
additive; thus condensing results in a loss of accuracy. 
These properties are important even if a more conventional form of abstract 
execution is employed. Idempotence states that repeated abstract execution of the 
same unification operation does not change the ultimate result. Commutativity 
states that abstract execution of two different unification operations produces the 
same result regardless of the order in which they execute. Section 4 presents an 
example which shows the effects of the lack of commutativity, namely, the above 
aliasing domains are less accurate when aliasing unifications precede grounding 
unifications. Additivity ensures that no information is lost in taking the least upper 
bound of the meaning of individual clauses to compute the meaning of a proce- 
dure. As an example of the effects of the lack of additivity, in-line expansion of a 
call in a clause, a process that entails making multiple copies of the clause, 
improves the accuracy of abstract execution for nonadditive domains. 
3.4. Global Soundness 
We now show the global soundness of the query-independent abstract semantics 
with respect to the query-independent concrete semantics. As a first step, we 
present a lemma relating concrete clause meanings c[TCJ to abstract clause 
meanings ?[TC]. The results in this subsection are stated in terms of the con- 
cretization function y introduced in Section 3.1. 
Lemma 4. 
PROOF. By induction over n. For n = 0, claim I is trivially true. For all n, claim II 
is implied by claim I, soundness of init and aunify, and monotonicity of unify. For 
IZ > 0 claim I can be shown by induction over the length of the body b using the 
inductive assumption of claim II for 12 - 1, and monotonicity of FKrr ~_j and y in 
Answer’. 0 
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Theorem 5 (Global soundness). 
~[Tr;qllZr(~[Tr;q1), 
QLCll(RlIrJ)(a,r(5)) ~$U3@%1)(6)), 
@Ml(RITrll)3+s) E 7 (~DJ(~Ml)s). 
PROOF. The lemma together with the monotonicity of y, the characterizations of 
fi@ ITrl]> and .Hi%r1>, and the continuity of @$I, cITC],B’[bJJ, and e[yC] 
implies the main soundness claim. 0 
We now show the global soundness of the query-dependent abstract semantics 
with respect to the query-dependent concrete semantics. To accomplish this, we 
introduce the so-called plural semantics for clause meanings [19]: 
C,,,[h:-b$le(u,Y) =unify(u,P,h,BEb]eunify(h,{+,},a,Y)). 
Clearly, c[TC’Je(a, 3 c C,,,[Clle(a,Y). It remains to show 
C,,,!KD( 6 Y(S)) c +KYl+~ s)). 
The proof of this is analogous to the proof of Theorem 5. 
4. ANALYSIS FOR ALIASING 
Information about aliasing between variables in a logic program is required for a 
number of important optimizations. Notably, in independent AND parallelism, goals 
may be executed concurrently only if they cannot access common variables. For 
example, under independent AND parallelism, the recursive call of all-p in 
all-p([ I, -)- 
all-p([H(Tl, X):-p(H, X), all-p(T, X). 
may be executed concurrently with the call of p only if x is ground and H and T are 
independent, i.e., are bound to terms that do not share common variables. 
Independent AND parallelism is discussed in greater detail in Section 5. 
In this section, we introduce an abstract domain Sharing that identifies aliasing 
between variables. An initial version of this domain appeared in [15]. We define the 
abstract operations init and aunify on Sharing, prove local soundness, and discuss 
algebraic properties of aunify. Finally, we give an example of abstract execution 
using condensing for this domain and compare abstract execution using condensing 
with abstract execution using extension tables. 
4.1. The Domain Sharing 
As a first step, we compare several previously proposed domains for aliasing. The 
substitution 
Ge = {W H A,X I+ A,Y * B,Z ++ f(A,B)} 
is used in examples below to compare these domains. We consider whether a 
domain can capture basic independence information, e.g., the fact that x and Y are 
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independent, and information about propagation of groundness, e.g., that ground- 
ing x grounds W. 
Chang [3] models an Answer as a mapping from variables to descriptions of 
terms. Three basic descriptions are provided: G means the variable is ground, C, 
means the variable is a member of the ith equivalence class of dependent 
variables, and Z means the variable is not ground and is in some singleton 
equivalence class. For example, the substitution 
{W-, ground,X - f(A),Y- g(A,B),Z - f(C)} 
is approximated by 
This approach captures basic independence information with only limited accuracy; 
for example, a, can at best be approximated by 
which fails to capture the fact that x and Y are independent. Moreover, it does not 
allow us to infer that grounding of one variable grounds others. The problem here 
is that grounding of one member of an equivalence class does not allow us to infer 
that any of its other members should be ground. Note that this behavior prevents 
aunify from being commutative. 
Xia and Giloi [23] and Citrin [5] present extensions to [3] which address the 
specific problem of groundness propagation. Their technique is to track strongly 
coupled subclasses Eii of the equivalence classes Ci, where a set of variables is 
strongly coupled if grounding any one of its members grounds all of its members. 
For example, Us can be approximated by 
which allows us to infer that grounding either one of w or x grounds the other. 
Their technique does not address the fundamental limitations of this approach, 
e.g., they still fail to capture the fact that x and Y are independent, Moreover, it 
fails to propagate groundness in general, e.g., they cannot infer that grounding of z 
grounds W, X, and Y. 
Debray 191 maps a variable to the set of variables on which it depends. Jones and 
Sondergaard [17] define an abstract domain consisting of sets of pairs of dependent 
variables, which is essentially equivalent in expressive power to [9]. This approach 
captures basic independence information with considerably more accuracy; for 
example, Us can be approximated by 
which captures the independence of x and Y. However, it is not good for 
propagating groundness; for example, they cannot infer that grounding of x 
grounds W and grounding of z grounds w and x. Note that they can infer that 
grounding of z grounds Y. 
Our domain Sharing is based on the notion of sharing groups. For a given 
substitution 3 we say variables U, u E dam(6) share variable w if w E var(b) n 
var(b). The sharing group of w for 6, denoted sg(&, w), is the set of all variables 
that share W. 
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Definition 7 (Sharing groups). 
sg : Subst x VW -9( Vu?-) ) 
sg(c?,w) ={v~dorn(8),w~var(&1)). 
For example, sg(Ge,, A) = (w, X, z}. We define a Sharing to be a set of sharing 
groups. Intuitively, substitution 6 is approximated by the Sharing S if S contains 
(at least) the sharing group of each variable in rgv<G)). A slight complication arises 
here because we use equivalence clastes of substitutions; however, this ishnot a 
significant problem, because if [&I = [ 81 then { sg( 6, II> I u E rgvf & 1) = { sg( 8, u) I u 
E rgvt8)). 
Definition 8 (Sharing). 
Sharing =P( 9( Vur)), 
SUT=SUT, 
I =0, 
y(S) ={[~]l~uErgv(~):sg(~,u) ES}. 
For example, [Se,1 E r({Iw, X, ~1, IY, ~11). 
Groundness and independence information can be derived from a Sharing S as 
follows. Let (T be a given substitution in r(S). A variable u is ground iff there is no 
variable w shared by u, which follows if u does not appear in any set in S. 
Variables IA and u are independent iff they do not share any variable w, which 
follows if they do not appear together in any set in S. This approach captures 
aliasing with a great deal of accuracy. For example, [ cFe] E -y(({w,x, z}, {Y, z)}) 
captures the fact that x and Y are independent, that grounding either x or w 
ground the other, and that grounding z grounds W, X, and Y. Moreover, we can 
infer that grounding Y strongly couples W, X, and Z. 
We now define the operation init on the domain Sharing. 
Definition 9 (init). 
init = {{u}luEvar(C)} 
It is easy to show that the local soundness requirement Q E y(init(t) is satisfied. 
To define aunify on Sharing, we extend the tagging operation of Section 2.1 to sets 
of variables and Sharings in the natural way, i.e., g = {VI u ~g} and s = {jj lg E S). 
Restriction to untagged variables is given by lgl =g\TVur and lSI = {lgl lg ES}\ 
(01. 
Definition 10 (aunify). 
aunify(u,S,b,T) = p(u,b,S~T)l ifuandbareunifiable, 
otherwise. 
In Section 4.2 we will relate amgeb, b, S) to mgekz, b, $I= mgu(&z, 6b)~ 6, 
which is the most general extension of 3 that unifies u and b. To define amge, we 
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introduce three auxiliary functions. First, the closure under union of a Sharing S, 
denoted S*, is the smallest superset of S satisfying 
Xc&s* A YES* * XUYES*. 
The Sharing S* approximates all further instantiations of substitutions in y(S), e.g. 
IIw, x, z), Iy, z))* = IIw, X, ~1, {y, 3, 0% X, y, 0. Second, 
rel(t,S) = {XESlvar(t) nX#0}. 
denotes the component of a Sharing S which is relevant to a term t. Third, 
SXT={XUYIXES A YET}. 
Definition 11 (amge). 
amge(c,c,S) =S if c is a constant, 
amge(a,b,S) = (S\rel(a,S)\rel(b,S)) 
U(rel(a,S) Xrel(b,S))* 
if at least one of a and b is a variable, 
amge(f(a,...a,),f(b ,... b,),S)=amge(a,,b,,amge(f(a,...a,_,), 
f(b, . . . b,-I)4 
As an example, we compute aunify (a, S, h, T), where a = append(X,Y, Z>, 
S={(x), {y),(Z)), h = append([AIL],~,[~l~l), and T= {{A), {M,N)). After processing 
the ith argument the result Si is given by the following: 
S,,=Sur={IX},IY~,IZJ,IAJ,IM,T\J}}, 
S, =amg+,[G],S,)= ({X,~},{y},{Z},{~,rJjJ, 
-- 
S2=amge(Y,kSI) = {{X,$,{Y,M,N},{Z)}, 
S,=amge(Z,[AN],S,)= ({ -- -- X,z,k),{Y,z,M,N},(X,Y,Z,A,M,~}). 
The restriction to untagged variables results in IS,1 = {{x, z), {Y, z), {x, Y, z)}; thus 
aunify(a,S,h,T) ={{~,~),{~,~),{~,~,~}}. 
4.2. Local Soundness of aunify 
We show that 
unify(a,y(S),b,y(T)) ~y(aunify(a,S,b,7’)) 
by establishing an approximation for amge. Let mge: Term X Term X Subst + Subst 
be the most general extension of a substitution that unifies two terms, i.e., 
mge(a, b, ~3) = mgu(&a, 6 b) 0 6. From the definition of mgu and associativity of 
composition we see that 
mge(c,c, G) = 6 if var( c) = 0, 
mge(f(a, . ..a.),f(b,... b,),~)=mge(a,,b,,mge(f(a,...a,~,), 
f(b,...b,-,),3)). 
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Lemma 6. If a and b are unifiable, then 
PI E Y(S) - [mge(a,b,&)] E y(amge(a,b,S)). 
PROOF. By structural induction over the pair a and b. There are two base cases: a 
trivial one where a and b are some constant, and a nontrivial one where at least 
one of a and b is in Var. The inductive step is straightforward, and we present only 
the proof of the nontrivial base case. 
Let fi be mge(a, b, 6). Assuming a and b are unifiable and [6 I E y(S), it 
remains to show [ fi] E y((S\rel(a, S)\rel(b, S)) U (rel(a, S) X reltb, S))*). Note 
that sg($, u) E reZ(a, S) iff u E var($a). A variable LJ E rgv( b) is in var( fia> iff it is 
in var( fib), since ba = Lb. We show [ jIi1 E y(amge(a, b, 9) by showing for all 
v E rpv( fi> that sg( fi, u) E amge(a, b, S). There are two cases to consider. First, if 
vErgv(fi)\var(fia)then u~rgv(~).Also,sg($,u)=sg(~,u)and sg(G,u)ES\ 
rel(a, S)\rel(b, S), assuming [ ~2 I E y(S). Second, if u E rgv( fi) n var( $a> then 
UE rgvtmgu($a, 6 b)). The sharing group sg( fi, u) is 
u sg( G,u’), 
V’EG 
where G = sg(mgu( &a, 6 b), u). Moreover, there is at least one ui E var( C?a) and at 
least one r,$ E var(&b) in G. Thus sg( fi, u> is in ((rel(a, S) X rel(b, S))* by the 
assumption [&I E y(S). 
Theorem 7 (Local soundness). unify(a, -y(s), b, y(T)) 5 y(aunify(a, S, b, T)). 
PROOF. It is easily seen that 1~ I E y(lSl) for all u E -y(s), and u n 8 E y(S u ?;) if 
u E r(s) and 8 E y(T). Together with the lemma, this establishes the soundness of 
aunify. 0 
4.3. Algebraic Properties of aunify 
In [HI, it is shown that aunify for Sharing is idempotent and commutative. We 
omit the proof here, because the discussion of commutativity is rather involved. 
Note that commutativity ensures that this domain is equally accurate regardless of 
the order in which aliasing and grounding unifications occur. 
It turns out that aunify for Sharing is not additive; thus information may be lost 
during condensing in taking the least upper bound of the meaning of individual 
clauses to compute the meaning of a procedure. For example, given 
p(ground, X). 
p(X, ground). 
q(X, Y) :-P(X, y1. 
the condensed version of the body of q is {(X},(Y)], which does not allow us to 
conclude that A is ground after executing the atom q (A, A) . In [HI, it is shown 
that any domain which is idempotent and commutative can be lifted to a power 
domain which supports condensing with no loss of accuracy. 
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4.4. Abstract Execution Using Condensing 
In this section, we give an example of abstract execution of the predicate 
append([ I, L, L). 
append( [AIL], M, LAIN]) :- append(L, M, N). 
using condensing over the domain Sharing. Recall that in this approach, the body 
of a clause is processed independently from specific queries. We compute a fixed 
array A where A [i ] contains the result of processing the body of the ith clause. 
The array A is computed by iterating to a fixpoint following the query-independent 
abstract semantics, i.e., after the nth iteration A[i] = ~[llb$~~r- J_ initch, :- bi). 
We abstractly execute goal a under the current Answer S by taking the least 
upper bound of all aunify(a, S, hi, A[i]) where hi and a are unifiable. 
As a first step, we condense the append predicate over the domain Sharing. Let 
C, be the first clause for append, and H, be its head. Similarly, let C, be the 
second clause, H2 be its head, and a be the goal in its body. After initialization we 
have ~[l] = I and A[21 = I. After the first cycle we have 
~[l]=init(append([],L,L)) = {(L}}, 
A[2] = aunify(a,init(C,), H,,A[l]) U aunify(a,init(C,), H,,A[2]) 
={{A},(M,N)} u l={{A),{M,Nj}. 
After the second cycle we have 
A[2] = aunify(a,init, H,,A[I]) Ll aunify(a,init(C,), H,,A[2]) 
={{Aj,(M,N)} ~((A},(L,N},(L,M,N),(M,N)) 
=((A),(L,N),(L,M,N),(M,N)). 
During the third cycle we discover that the fixed point has been reached. 
Suppose we now want to determine the result of abstractly executing the call 
a=append(X, Y, Z) given the x is ground. We start with the initial Sharing 
S= (W@Wf~z)), 
which assumes nothing about Y and z. The result is 
aunifj$a,S, H,,A[~]) u aunify(a,S,H,,A[2])=((y,z)). 
This says that Y and z may be dependent; however, they will not have any unshared 
variables. Thus, if we subsequently determine that one of Y or z becomes ground, 
we can deduce that the other is ground. 
4.5. Comparison with Extension Tables 
Using naive abstract execution, the result of query a begun in Sharing S is 
computed by directly iterating to a tixpoint following the query-dependent abstract 
semantics. This computation does not produce complete body meanings 
B’KbJR’IIIrliinit(h :- b) as in condensing, but rather only a finite part of such 
meanings, in particular, just enough to derive C’[h :- b]R’K:rD(a, S> from 
B’[TL$lR’[Tra pplied to aunifych, initch :- b), a, S). Assuming the call is fairly spe- 
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cific, this computation is, by itself, less work than condensing. If many calls are 
made, however, then the associated computation of fixpoints will be considerably 
more work than condensing. 
Extension tables [21] provide a more commonly accepted alternative to naive 
abstract execution. In this approach, a form of memorizing is employed to store the 
results of previous, naively executed abstract calls for reuse. Reuse is facilitated by 
extrapolating the results of calls from the results of different, but related calls. In 
particular, the result of the call (a, S) can be computed from the result of any 
uniform renaming of the call (a, fiZter(a, S)), where filter(a, S) denotes the subcom- 
ponent of S that is, in an appropriate sense, relevant to a. Thus, entries in the 
table can be taken to be what amounts to modes, namely, renaming equivalence 
classes of calls (a, S) where fiZter(u, S) = S. As an example, the following table 
shows various modes for append (x, Y, Z) reflecting different uses of the 
predicate: 
Use Mode Table entry 
Find prefix W1 0 
Find suffix I(Y)1 0 
Append first two arguments I@Jl 0 
Split last argument W,(Y)) 
Create difference list l(Y), {Zll ?Y, z11 
The first row here says that the first argument of append becomes ground if the 
second and third arguments were initially ground. Thus, abstract execution of 
append(A, B, Cl begun in ({A),(D)) leads to ((D)). 
The use of extension tables eliminates repeated fixpoint computations associ- 
ated with related abstract calls. However, a separate lixpoint computation is still 
required for each mode of interest, in contrast with condensing, which always 
requires exactly one hxpoint computation. Generally speaking, the cost of abstract 
execution using condensing is equal to the cost of abstract execution using 
extension tables if procedures are used only in their most general modes. Exten- 
sion tables are more efficient if procedures are used in a small number of specific 
modes, while condensing is more efficient if procedures are used in a large number 
of more general modes. The latter case occurs more frequently as the underlying 
abstract domain becomes richer, i.e., as it encompasses more dataflow information 
with a higher degree of accuracy. 
5. INDEPENDENT AND PARALLELISM 
The declarative nature of logic programs supports a variety of different forms of 
parallelism. In AND parallelism, goals that produce parts of the same solution are 
executed concurrently. Unrestricted AND parallelism is somewhat problematic in 
that concurrently executing goals can produce different bindings for the same 
variables. To avoid the overhead associated with resolving such conflicts, in 
independent AND parullelism, goals may be executed concurrently only if they 
cannot access common variables. 
A variety of techniques for identifying dependencies between goals have been 
proposed. Conery [7, 61 dynamically monitors aliasing and schedules goals at run 
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time. This approach provides a great deal of parallelism; however, it can incur 
considerable overhead. Chang [3, 41 schedules goals entirely on the basis of a static 
analysis of the program at compile time. As an example of this approach, consider 
the second clause of qsort below: 
split(l I, -, [ I, [ I). 
split( [AIL], B, [AIM], N) :-AcB, split(L, B, M, N). 
split([AIL], B, M, [AIN]):-B=cA, split(L, B, M, N). 
qsort([ I, 1 I). 
qsort([AILl, S) :-split(L, A, Ll, L2), 
qsort(L1, Sl), qsort(L2, S2), 
append(S1, [AIS21, S). 
Under independent AND parallelism, the recursive calls of qsort can execute in 
parallel only if ~1 and ~1 are pairwise independent of ~2 and ~2. Local analysis 
shows that Sl and ~2 are each independent of all other variables at their first 
occurrence, since they appear only in the body of the clause. Global analysis of 
split shows that variables in the first, third, and fourth arguments are always 
ground after every successful completion. This implies the Ll and ~2 will be 
independent before the recursive calls. Thus, the recursive calls can execute in 
parallel. Such analyses generally use mode declarations for entry-level predicates 
to restrict the reachable activations of procedures in a module. 
Pure compile-time analysis minimizes run-time overhead; however, it may miss 
important opportunities for parallelism. DeGroot [lo] therefore proposed a com- 
bined approach in which clause bodies are compiled into control statements that 
initiate goals on the basis of tests on program variables. In this approach, static 
analysis can be used to reduce testing, i.e., if it is determined that a collection of 
goals is guaranteed to be independent, then they can be unconditionally initiated in 
parallel. Moreover, if it is determined by some means that a collection of goals is 
not likely to lead to significant parallelism, then they can be unconditionally 
executed sequentially. 
Hermenegildo [12] has developed a specific syntax for control statements, called 
&-PROLOG, and extended the Warren abstract machine [20] to implement it. The 
body of a clause in &-PROLOG may use the parallel composition operator “&” in 
addition to the conventional sequential composition “, “. Parentheses may be 
inserted to specify precedence. The standard PROLOG if statement 
B->EI; E, 
may be used together with specially provided tests for aliasing between variables. 
Two basic tests are provided: [xl,. . . , xnl i [Y 1,. . . , Ym] checks if all pairs xi, 
Y j of variables are independent, and g [Xl,. . , , xn] checks if all variables xi are 
ground. The guard of an if statement may contain an arbitrary conjunction of such 
basic tests. The conditional parallel statement 
B = >El &E, 
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is semantically equivalent to 
B->(J%&E,); (E,,E,), 
which executes E, and E, either in parallel or sequentially, depending on B. 
As an example, the clause 
h(X, Y):-a(X), b(Y), c(X, Y). 
may be compiled using only local analysis into 
h(X, Y) :-g[Xl -> a(X) & (g[Yl => b(Y) & c(X, Y)); 
g[Yl -> b(Y) & (a(X), c(X, Y)); 
[Xli[Yl --> (a(X) & b(Y)), c(X, Y); 
a(X), (g[Yl => b(Y) & C(X, ~1). 
which exploits every possible opportunity for parallelism. Note that the “linear” 
nature of control statements makes it impossible to do this in every case. For 
example, every control statement for the clause 
h(X) :-a(X), b(Y), c(X), d(X, Y). 
results in some potential loss of parallelism. For a more detailed discussion of this 
issue, see [14]. The linear form of control statements is a significant aspect of this 
approach in that it permits implementations that use simple fork-join-style paral- 
lelism [ 121. 
In the remainder of this section, we show how our aliasing analysis technique 
can be used to remove tests during the compilation of PROLOG into &-PROLOG. 
Our discussion is based on two transformation rules that incrementally rewrite a 
sequence of goals into a control statement. A variety of compilation algorithms can 
be defined by giving heuristics for choosing where and how these rules should be 
applied. In general, the result of applying a rule is determined by dependencies 
between goals in the sequence. These dependencies are derived not only from the 
textually occurring variables in the goals, but also from the current aliasing context 
computed at each point during the compilation process. The initial aliasing context 
for a clause is computed from the (given or derived) entry mode for the procedure 
and a list of the local variables. This context is propagated across the clause and is 
augmented by additional information derived from tests along the way. 
Aliasing contexts are taken to be elements of our domain Sharing. The initial 
aliasing context for a clause is computed in a straightforward manner. As an 
example, given the entry mode qsort (ground, any), the second clause of 
qsort has initial aliasing context ({s},{L~),{L~),(s~),{s~)). Propagation of alias- 
ing contexts is carried out using abstract execution; for example, the aliasing 
context immediately after split (L, A, Ll, ~2) is {{S),{Sl),{S2)). A Sharing 
is updated to reflect information derived from tests as follows. To incorporate the 
fact that x is ground, all sharing groups containing x are removed. To incorporate 
the fact that x and Y are independent, all sharing groups containing both x and Y 
are removed. For example, the result of updating {{X),(Y), {x,Y, z),{w,Y, z)) to 
reflect success of the test (g [Xl , [Y 1 i [ Z I 1 is t(Y)). 
Our transformation rules take a pair PBS, where P is a sequence of goals and 
S is its current aliasing context, and produce a control statement where such pairs 
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are embedded, e.g., (P,@S, ) & (P2@S2) . The rules are repeatedly applied until all 
the sequences have length one. The rules follow in the spirit of PROLOG in that 
they ensure that dependent goals execute in the same order as they appear in the 
clause. This allows a relatively straightforward treatment of side effects in which 
side-effecting goals are viewed as having a weak form of dependency [ill. 
The Split rule splits the input sequence into two disjoint subsequences. If there 
are no dependencies between goals in these subsequences, they can be composed 
in parallel. In this case, the current aliasing context is copied without modification 
to each subsequence. For example, the pair a (X 1 , b (X, Y 1 , c (X, Y) @((Y)) 
can be split to produce a(X) & (b(X, Y) , c (X, Y) @d(Y))). If there is a 
condition B that ensures that there are no dependencies between goals in the 
subsequences, they can be embedded in a conditional parallel statement with 
condition B. In this case, the current aliasing context is copied without modifica- 
tion to the first subsequence and is propagated across the first subsequence for the 
second subsequence. For example, the pair a (Xl , (b(X, Y), c(X, 
Y)@{(X),(Y)) can be split to produce g[Xl => a(X) & (b(X, Y), c(X, 
Y) @U) , where U is the result of propagating ((XI, (Y)) across a (x) . Note that the 
context is always propagated assuming the subsequences execute sequentially. This 
is safe because they execute in parallel only if they are independent; thus execution 
of the first subsequence cannot affect the second subsequence. Finally, the subse- 
quences can always be composed sequentially, in which case the context is 
propagated as in the conditional parallel case above. 
The If rule constructs an if statement with a given guard B and the input 
sequence duplicated on both branches. The current context is updated on the then 
branch to reflect the truth of the guard, and is copied without modification to the 
else branch, since the domain Sharing cannot represent nongroundness or certain 
dependence. For example, the result of applying the If rule with the guard g [x I to 
thepairalx), b(X, Y), c(X, Y)@((X),(Y))isg[Xl -> (a(X), b(X, Y), 
c(X) Y)@{(X))) ; (a(X), b(X, Y), c(X, Y) C@{(X), (Y))) . It is possible to 
augment the domain Sharing to represent nongroundness and/or certain depen- 
dence. 
Generally speaking, heuristics for rule application should judge the merit of a 
control statement on the basis of the amount of parallelism it achieves, the amount 
of testing it requires, and the granularity of the created processes relative to the 
target machine. The ideal control statement should perform the minimum amount 
of testing necessary to achieve enough parallelism to keep the target machine busy. 
If more than enough parallelism is available in a particular program, then throt- 
tling may be performed either in the control statement or by the run-time system. 
We conclude this section with a discussion of techniques for directing rule 
application on the basis of the amount of parallelism achieved by a control 
statement. Given the restriction that dependent goals must execute in order, there 
is an earliest possible time when a goal can be initiated, namely, when all 
dependent goals to its left have finished executing. A control statement has a loss 
of potential parallelism of its structure forces goals to wait beyond this point. As an 
example, if x is not ground and Y is ground in 
h(X, Y) :-g[X, Yl => ([Xli[Y] => a(X) & b(Y)) & c(X, Y). 
then c(X,Y> must wait unnecessarily for b(Y) to finish if a(X) finishes first. It is 
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possible to identify the loss of potential parallelism associated with each applica- 
tion of a rule and to use this information to direct rule application. Note that losses 
can occur for the Split rule but not the If rule. 
A good compilation heuristic is to apply “zero-cost splits” whenever possible. 
Obviously, an unconditional parallel split is always zero-cost. An unconditional 
sequential split is zero-cost if no goal in the suffix becomes ready to execute until 
the last goal in the prefix has finished. A conditional split is zero-cost if, in the case 
that the subsequences execute sequentially, no goal in the suffix becomes ready to 
execute until the last goal in the prefix has finished. We can statically identify 
certain zero-cost splits. As an example, we derive the control statement 
qsort( [AIL], S) :- split(L, A, Ll, La), 
(qsort(L1, Sl) & qsort(L2, S2)), 
append(S1, CAlS21, S). 
starting in the initial aliasing context {{S},{Ll),(L2), {Sl},{S2}} as given above. 
Only the first goal can execute immediately, since it shares nonground ~1 and ~2 
with the recursive calls and they share nonground ~1 and ~2 with the last goal. 
Therefore splitting off the first goal for sequential execution incurs no loss of 
parallelism. In the resulting current aliasing context for the last three goals, ~1 and 
~2 are both ground. Splitting off the last goal for sequential execution here incurs 
no loss of parallelism, since it shares nonground Sl and ~2 with the recursive calls, 
neither of which can change the dependency of the last call on the other. Finally, 
the recursive calls can be split for parallel execution. Thus, this control statement 
exploits every possible opportunity for parallelism. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This paper has presented a novel general-purpose framework for the abstract 
interpretation of logic programs. In this framework, efficient abstract execution is 
achieved by precomputing a fixed approximation to the meaning of clauses, a 
process called condensing, allowing specific calls to be abstractly executed without 
computation of a fixpoint. We showed that condensing does not result in a loss of 
accuracy if the abstract unification operator satisfies certain algebraic properties 
and argued that these properties are important even if a more conventional form 
of abstract execution is employed. We applied this framework to the problem of 
automatically extracting independent AND parallelism from PROLOG programs. 
First, we presented an abstract domain 9zaring that captures aliasing information 
with a high degree of accuracy. Then, we showed how this analysis can be used in 
the compilation of PROLOG clauses into control statements that schedule goals 
under independent AND parallelism. 
We have implemented a static analyzer that uses an extension of the domain 
Sharing. In addition to aliasing, this domain identifies definitely free and definitely 
linear variables of a substitution. For a given substitution &, a variable u E dom( ci 1 
is free iff $ug Vur and is linear iff no variable occurs repeatedly in the term &J. 
This extended domain allows us to propagate aliasing information with a higher 
degree of accuracy than Sharing alone. Moreover, definitely free variables are 
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definitely not ground; thus, the extended domain allows us to avoid generating 
certain useless tests for groundness. 
In this paper, we have been concerned only with strict independent AND 
parallelism. Less restrictive conditions that are still in the spirit of independent 
AND parallelism are possible. In pure logic programs, two goals can execute in 
parallel as long as every shared variable is instantiated by at most one of them. In 
PROLOG, two goals can execute in parallel as long as every shared variable is not 
instantiated by the first goal. This latter condition was proposed in [13], where it is 
called “semistrict independence”. 
We have experimented with several algorithms for generating control state- 
ments for semi strict independent AND parallelism. We have developed “top-down” 
algorithms that favor zero-cost splits, as described above. We have also developed a 
“bottom-up” algorithm, not based on the transformation rules, that decides which 
two of the first three statements in a sequence should be grouped together. This 
choice is made entirely on the basis of the loss of potential parallelism associated 
with the first three statements. More research is needed to find an algorithm that 
never misses a zero-cost control statement, does not need to process the whole 
clause at every decision, and can choose between suboptimal control statements in 
a sensible manner. 
We are currently exploring new techniques for reducing the amount of testing 
that occurs in a program. As an example, consider the predicate all-p introduced 
in Section 4: 
all-p([ I, -). 
all-p(HlT1, X) :-p(H, X), all-p(T, X). 
Suppose we cannot statically determine whether or not x is ground at the recursive 
call, e.g., because all-p can be used in any mode. Our only choices are to test for 
groundness of x inside the clause or to unconditionally execute the goals sequen- 
tially. The first alternative here is particularly unattractive because as soon as x 
becomes ground, it will remain ground for all of the recursive calls, making 
subsequent groundness tests redundant. The problem here is that we are trying to 
compile a single version of all-p that works for all of its activations. An 
alternative, originally proposed by Winsborough [22], is to create multiple special- 
ized versions of the procedure and select the appropriate version at each invoca- 
tion. In [161, we have begun to develop a framework in which tests are used at 
outer levels of the call tree to select specialized versions of procedures. The 
interesting problem here is to construct specializations that contain useful opti- 
mizations and, at the same time, are likely to be called given the entry modes. Our 
solution entails a form of hypothetical reasoning that is made computationally 
feasible by using condensing. 
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